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Abstract: There are numbers of services available on the internet. Recommendation system helps to user to choose
products, services according there interest among the huge amount of available items. As the increasing use of the
internet as well as the increasing number of user there are some challenges to recommendation system. There must be
quick recommendation for the large amount of data. For performing recommendation there are different techniques like
collaborative, content based, knowledge based and other techniques. In hybrid recommendation this methods are
combined to improve the performance of recommendation. Services contains lots of data i.e. big data, big data is
unstructured manner that cannot be manage or handle easily. In this paper, we introduce the topic of hybrid
recommendation system with review helpfulness features. It provides way to overcome cold-start problem, sparcity
problem & also improve the efficiency, accuracy of recommendation system.
Keywords: Collaborative filtering; Content-based filtering; filtering technique; Recommendation systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
associated features. For example text as a feature.
Recommender System is used to a suggestion of users for
According to Schafer, Konstan and Riedl call this „‟
items or products in order to generate meaningful
item –to –item correlation‟‟.
recommendations according to their requirements. In
Recommender System there are number of techniques and 4) Utility based recommendation:-This technique does not
attempt to build long-term generalization about their
applications which aid to user for decision making process
user, but rather their advice or an evaluation of match
where they want to punches some items from alternate
between the set of options and users need available.
products or services. Recommender system has the ability
The central problem of this system is how to create
to predict whether a particular user would prefer an item,
utility function to each user.
and also not based on the user‟s profile. Decision making
process and quality is proved by Recommendation system. 5) Knowledge- based:-This system attempt to suggest
object based on interferences about users‟ needs and
Recommender systems support users by allowing moving
their preferences. In some techniques sense all
beyond catalog searches. For provider and users
recommendation techniques could be described as
Recommender systems are beneficial.
some kind of interference.
In online shopping they reduce transaction costs of finding 6) Item-based: - Item based algorithm recommends a user
and selecting items.
the item that is similar to users preferred before.
There are number of recommendation techniques:1) Collaborative Recommendation:-This technique is
most probably familiar and most widely implemented.
This system aggregate recommendation of objects or
rating. It recognize common between users on basis of
their rating and generate new recommendations.
2) Demographic recommendation:-This system aim to
categories user based on personal attribute and make
recommendations based on demographic clusters.
Demographic techniques from people to people
correlations .It collaborative once, but different data
use. The benefit of this approach is it may not require a
history of user ratings. This type needed by
collaborative and content based techniques.
3) Content based recommendation:-This is a continuation
and outgrowth of information filtering research. In this
system, object of interest defined by their
Copyright to IARJSET

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The main important concept for motivation is
Recommendation.
It
generates
meaningful
recommendations according to their requirements. It
reduces the human efforts of doing analysis process while
searching products online by providing recommendations.
Improve the accuracy of recommendation in big data
application. Big Data is the data that exceeds processing
capacity of regular database. It is difficult to transport
anywhere. Data is unstructured.
III. RELATED WORK
The course “Interactive web-based systems design” and
masters works in this sectors were implemented many
other web-based recommender systems. Recommendation
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techniques have been extensively studied by some
researcher. Recommendation techniques explain by the
Robin Burke in Hybrid Recommender System: Survey and
Experiments. Recommender System is useful for taking
decision from complex information environment.
Recommender System is perspective of E-comers as a tool
it helps user to search the products according their interest
and preferences. Recommendation System is also define
as increasing the social process of using recommendation
of others to make selection when there is no sufficient
personal information. The most commonly implemented
and most mature technique is collaborative filtering. In
collaborative filtering with the help of users opinions
recommend items to the active user by identifying other
user with similar test. In different application area
collaborative recommender have been implemented to
improve recommendation topic diversification algorithm is
used by Amazon. According to users purchase history the
system they recommend other product. Hybridization has
four techniques weighted, mixed, switching and future
combinations. Collaborative approaches reveal cold-start,
sparsity and scalability problems. These above three
problems reduce the quality of recommendations.
IV. HYBRID RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
Hybrid
recommendation
systems
collect
number of techniques to achieve better performance with
fever drawbacks of any individual one. There are seven
hybridization methods that are
1) Weight:-vote number of recommendation techniques
combine together to produce single recommendation.
2)
Switching:-switches
between
recommendation
techniques which depend on current situation.
3) Mixed:-Recommendation from number of different
recommenders are present at same time.
4)
Feature
combination:-Features
from several
recommendation data sources are thrown together into
single recommendation algorithm.
5) Cascade:-one recommender refines recommendation by
another recommender.
6) Feature augmentation:-output from one technique is
used to input feature of another technique.
7) Meta level:-Model learned by one recommender is used
as input to another recommender.

stored there cluster analysis algorithms have been utilized.
Clustering algorithms is partitioned. Some standard
partitioned approaches (e.g., K-means) suffer from several
limitations:
1) Results depend strongly on choice of number of clusters
K, and correct value of K is initially unknown.
2) Cluster size is not monitored during execution of the Kmeans algorithm, some clusters may become empty
(“collapse”), and this will cause premature termination of
the algorithm.
VI. DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM
1. New user/item cold-start problem:
The performance of these systems suffers under new user /
item cold-start problems. When a new user or new item
enters the system, it is difficult to find similar ones,
because there is not enough information about user‟s
history in system. To overcome this issue, the hybrid
system is used commonly. In this system, both rating and
content information are used for users or items for
prediction and recommendation.
2. Sparsity:
This issue is take place when the user-item matrix is
extremely sparse, that is, users rate only a small number of
items, so accuracy of recommendation will be decreased.
In most of these systems, the percentage of ratings
assigned by users is very small compared to the percentage
of ratings the system has to predict; hence prediction
accuracy of a recommender.
3. Scalability:
Memory-based CF approaches do not scale well with the
number of users/items and ratings. Scalability will
increase when development of E-commerce and growing
the number of users and items in such systems, the and
ultimately the prediction calculations will be prolonged.
Dimensionality reduction, clustering and item-based
collaborative filtering are more common ways to palliation
this challenge.
4. Gray Sheep:
Gray sheep refers to the users whose opinions do not
consistently agree or disagree with any group of people.

5. Shilling Attacks:
In cases where anyone can provide recommendations,
The Club CF (i.e. Existing System) approach is divided in people may give tons of positive recommendations for
their own materials and negative recommendations for
two stages.
their competitors.
1) Clustering stage: It is used to separate big data & it
contains similar services.
VII. PROPOSED SOLUTION
2) Collaborative Filtering stage: It imposed on clusters.
Clustering is a critical step in our approach. Clustering To overcome the problem of existing system we are
methods divide in set of objects into clusters such that proposing Hybrid Recommender Systems.
objects are in the same cluster is more similar to each Hybrid recommender systems can combine more than one
other than objects in different clusters according to their recommendation techniques to increase the overall
some defined criteria. Generally, where the huge data are performance. The main idea is using multiple
V. ISSUSE AND CHALLENGES
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recommendation techniques to conceal the drawbacks of
an individual technique in a combined model. The
classification is based on the hierarchy and input/output
relations of recommenders.
VIII. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
 Hybrid recommendation system overcomes the
problems from traditional collaborative filtering.
Provide the accurate and meaning full service
recommendation to active user.
IX. CONCLUSION
All existing recommender system uses basic techniques
that are content based, knowledge based, collaborative,
utility based. After surveying of all this techniques we
found that there some advantages & disadvantages. For
improving performance of this system cold-start problem
&sparcity problem must be overcome. System must work
on few rating & give accuracy to customer. Using new
hybrid algorithm that is AHC algorithm can improve the
overall performance of the systems.
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